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Resum 

 
L’objectiu principal d’aquest projecte és dissenyar un sistema de control 
automàtic per un nou procediment d’arribades a l’aeroport de Palma de 
Mallorca, el Point Merge System (PMS). Aquest nou sistema, proposat pel 
Cercle d’Economia de Mallorca, permet realitzar Continuous Descent 
Approach (CDA), reduint el consum de fuel, les emissions de CO2 i l’impacte 
acústic, mentre que es milloren els nivells de seguretat i s’augmenta la 
capacitat de trànsit d’arribada. A més a més, el fet d’introduir el control 
automàtic eliminaria la presència dels controladors, necessitant únicament una 
persona que supervisés el sistema. 
 
El concepte de PMS va ser desenvolupat per Eurocontrol i es basa en la fusió 
de dos fluxos d’arribada en un únic punt d’entrada, que després s’enllaça amb 
la pista de l’aeroport. Actualment aquests fluxos són gestionats pels 
controladors que donen la instrucció “direct-to” als pilots perquè es puguin 
dirigir cap al punt final, mentre que en aquest projecte ho farà el propi sistema. 
 
Per aconseguir l’objectiu del projecte s’ha utilitzat el programa Network 
Strategic Tool (NEST) d’Eurocontrol, que permet fer simulacions de trànsit 
aeri, juntament amb Matlab, amb el qual s’han llegit els arxius del NEST i s’han 
realitzat diferents càlculs de temps per determinar quan l’avió obté el “direct-to” 
i així garantir la seguretat. 
 
Els resultats obtinguts són per dos escenaris diferents. Per una banda, s’han 
considerat dades de trànsit real de l’estiu de 2018, amb les quals sabem el 
comportament del sistema a dia d’avui. Per altra banda, a través de la pàgina 
web Demand Data Repository (DDR) d’Eurocontrol s’ha generat una previsió 
de trànsit per l’estiu de 2024, amb la qual s’estima el comportament i la 
capacitat del sistema en un futur amb més trànsit. 
 
Amb l’anàlisi dels resultats, es comprova que actualment la majoria d’avions 
serien autoritzats amb una entrada directa al punt final, sense necessitat 
d’esperar. En el cas de l’any 2024, la majoria d’avions hauria d’estar dins del 
sistema amb un temps d’espera degut a l’augment dels vols. Per últim, en els 
dos escenaris la distància recorreguda augmenta, mentre que es pot fer una 
aproximació CDA gràcies a la predictibilitat obtinguda amb el sistema. 
 



 
 
 
Overview 

 
The main objective of this project is to design an automation control system for 
a new arrival procedure at Palma de Mallorca airport, which is the Point Merge 
System (PMS). This new system, suggested by Cercle d’Economia de 
Mallorca, allows performing Continuous Descent Approach (CDA), reducing 
fuel consumption, CO2 and acoustic emissions, while safety levels are 
enhanced and arrival capacity is increased. Additionally, the fact of introducing 
the automation control would remove the air traffic controllers’ presence, only 
needing one person to monitor the system. 
 
The PMS concept was developed by Eurocontrol and is based on the merging 
of two arrival flows in one single entry point, which is afterwards linked to the 
airport runway. Nowadays, these flows are managed by controllers who give 
the “direct-to” instruction to pilots to fly towards the merge point, whereas in 
this project it will be done by the system. 
 
In order to achieve the aim of the project, the Network Strategic Tool (NEST) 
from Eurocontrol has been used, which allows traffic simulations, together with 
Matlab, in which the NEST files have been read and different time 
computations have been performed to determine when the aircraft gets the 
“direct-to” and in this way ensure safety. 
 
The obtained results are for two different scenarios. On one hand, real traffic 
data from summer 2018 has been considered, which are used to know the 
current behaviour of the system. On the other hand, with the webpage Demand 
Data Repository (DDR) of Eurocontrol a traffic forecast for summer 2024 has 
been generated, which is used to estimate the behaviour and capacity of the 
system in a future with more traffic. 
 
With the results analysis, it is possible to check that nowadays most aircraft 
would be authorized with a direct entry to the merge point, without waiting. For 
the 2024 case, most aircraft would have to stay inside the system with a 
waiting time due to the increase of flights. Lastly, in both scenarios route length 
increases, while it is possible to perform CDA thanks to the predictability 
obtained with the system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, in Palma de Mallorca airport there are periods with a high density of 
traffic. In these time frames there are up to 31 aircraft landing per hour, so it is 
necessary to sequence an aircraft every 2 minutes. 
 
The sequencing is done by air traffic controllers with vectorial and vertical 
guidance, so that an aircraft will be waiting in the air until it has a clear path to 
land, which is commonly known as a holding. 
 
Generally, trajectories and altitudes of holdings are random, so it is a method 
which does not offer the necessary predictability to perform a continuous 
descent approach. Therefore, aircraft have to descent with stepped height 
changes which leads to altitudes below the optimal ones. At the same time, this 
involves more noise and higher fuel consumption. 
 
Moreover, the holding trajectories, known as trombones for their shape, are 
mostly located over land, so they have a huge impact on the population of the 
island due to acoustic emissions. 
 
That is why Cercle d’Economia de Mallorca proposed the implementation of a 
Point Merge System in Palma de Mallorca airport for runway 24L. In this way, it 
will be possible to absorb the high demand, perform continuous descent 
approaches as well as reducing fuel consumption, among others. 
 
The purpose of this project is to introduce an automation control to the 
suggested Point Merge System of Palma de Mallorca in order to remove human 
in the loop. Furthermore, a complete simulation of this scenario will be carried 
out with the NEST tool, in order to prove the benefits of the system in a realistic 
way, with the absence of air traffic controllers. 
 
This project is divided into 4 chapters. The first one presents the concept of a 
Point Merge System, its advantages, drawbacks and implementation worldwide, 
together with a detailed description of the case study in Palma de Mallorca. 
 
The second chapter focuses on the necessary software to develop this project, 
which is NEST and Matlab. All the functions and files which have been used as 
well as the developed functions and scripts are explained.  
 
Then, the third chapter contains the needed methodology to achieve the 
automation control of the Point Merge System in Palma. Additionally, the 
metrics and results analysed in the following chapter will be described. 
 
Finally, the last chapter presents the obtained results considering real traffic 
from 2018 and forecasted traffic in 2024. These results will be used to validate 
the benefits of the Point Merge System in this airport together with the capacity 
that the system can absorb in case of having higher demands during the 
following years. Furthermore, some aspects such as CO2 emissions, fuel 
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consumption and total distances will be considered and they will be compared 
to the ones  of current traffic, in order to verify the PMS advantages.
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CHAPTER 1. POINT MERGE SYSTEM 

1.1. Presentation of a Point Merge System 

 

1.1.1. Introduction 

 
A Point Merge System (PMS) is an innovative method developed by the 
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre for merging arrival flows with existing 
technology, including precision area navigation (P-RNAV) (see [1]). 
 
Nowadays air traffic controllers (ATC) that use radar vectoring have a heavy 
workload which includes a great deal of radio communication, diminution of pilot 
situational awareness and difficulties in predicting and improving vertical 
profiles. Therefore, the PMS will improve the ATC situation since this system is 
designed to work in high traffic loads without radar vectoring. In the following 
section the advantages of this system will be explained in details. 
 
PMS is based on specific P-RNAV route structure which consists of a point, 
called the merge point, and the pre-defined legs (sequencing legs), which are 
equidistant from the merge point.  
 
The sequencing is achieved with a “direct-to” instruction to the merge point at 
the appropriate time. 
 
The legs are only used to delay aircraft when necessary. As it can be seen in 
Figure 1.1, the length of a leg reflects the required delay absorption capacity. 
Therefore, the longer the leg is, the higher capacity we will obtain. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.1 PMS configurations depending on sequencing legs 
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As it has been mentioned before, in a PMS there is a merge point and 
sequencing legs. Moreover, there are other elements which are also important 
to understand how this system works. 
 
One of them is the entry point to the PMS, where the sequencing leg starts. 
Generally, there are 2 entry points so that arrival flows coming from different 
paths can get in more directly. 
 
Then, with all these elements an envelope is created, which contains all the 
possible paths that aircraft can follow from the sequencing leg to the merge 
point. 
 
Figure 1.2 presents all the elements which have been explained. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.2 Elements of the PMS 

 
 
In any case, it is important to keep in mind that there are different Point Merge 
options, like the ones shown in Figure 1.3 (see [4]). 
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Fig. 1.3 Different configurations of PMS 

 
 
Once the structure and its parts have been defined, the procedure of this 
system can be explained. 
 
As indicated previously, aircraft will fly to the merge point when a “direct-to” 
instruction is given. Depending on the situation, ATC will be able to give this 
information in different moments. On the one hand, when there aren’t any 
aircraft inside the envelope. On the other hand, when there is an aircraft inside 
the envelope and it’s far enough to keep security distance. Thus, the timing of 
the turns towards the merge point determines the landing sequence. 
 
Here below, the different paths which can be followed by an aircraft will be 
explained. 
 
The ideal case is when a flight is in the entry point and ATC authorizes it to go 
directly to the merge point. In this way, the flight does not have to fly through the 
sequencing leg. This case is illustrated in Figure 1.4 for both arrival flows. 
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Fig. 1.4 Arrival flows with direct entries 

 
 
Another possible scenario is when there is an aircraft in the entry point that 
doesn’t get the permission to fly directly to the merge point. This occurs 
because there is already an aircraft inside the envelope too close and security 
distance would be infringed. In this case, the former has to fly through its 
sequencing leg and wait until the ATC allows it to fly to the merge point. In 
Figure 1.5, it is possible to see this case for both arrival flows, taking one of the 
possible paths. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.5 Arrival flows with waitings 

 
 
Depending on the operational conditions, a combination of both scenarios could 
occur. As an example, we could have 2 flights coming with seconds of 
difference, one from east and the other from west.  
If the first to arrive is the one from east, it will get the “direct-to” authorization, 
while the west flight will have to wait in its sequencing leg until safety distance 
isn’t infringed. Then, it will get the “direct-to” permission and it will turn to fly one 
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of the paths in the envelope. In Figure 1.6, it is possible to see this example 
depicted. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.6 Combination of direct and waiting entry 

 
 
Finally, two important considerations to ensure safety and minimum distances 
between aircraft are the flight levels and speed restrictions.  
 
Regarding flight levels, as sequencing legs are really close and the horizontal 
safety distance isn’t achieved, each sequencing leg has to be flown at a 
different flight level. Generally, the inner sequencing leg has a lower flight level, 
whereas the outer one has a higher flight level. By doing so, vertical separation 
is ensured. 
 
As far as speeds are concerned, it is necessary to stablish speed limitations 
inside the PMS. In this way, the separation distance is ensured and we avoid 
the scenario of a fast aircraft reaching a slow aircraft which is ahead.  
 
 

1.1.2. Advantages and disadvantges 

 

With the implementation of a PMS, advantages are expected in terms of 
capacity, environment and safety, even with high traffic loads. Therefore, the 
capacity in terminal airspace is increased, the safety levels and air navigation 
service provision are improved, while the fuel consumptions and emissions are 
reduced. 
 
As already mentioned in the previous section, the PMS is a more efficient way 
to vector aircraft down to the final approach path. For ATC it is a simplification 
of their tasks, since it is very intuitive, requires fewer radio exchanges and 
reduces their workload.  
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Another interesting point is that PMS provides a high degree of structure and 
standardisation, which can be applied to multiple airports. In this way, it is 
possible to obtain a standardisation of operations and a better airspace 
management. 
 
As far as pilots are concerned, it also offers a better situational awareness for 
them. Having fewer radar vectors leads to less uncertainty on the flight deck 
with regard to the anticipated tactical route and the distance to go. Pilots can fly 
a continuous descent approach (CDA) path, which consists of flying at the 
highest possible altitude, keeping engines with the minimum necessary thrust, 
benefiting from the gravity force and the glide capability of the aircraft.  
In this way, we obtain a descent more efficient than stepped height changes 
and CDA results in a reduction of fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and noise 
emissions over the ground, which can range from 3 to 6 dB. 
In Figure 1.7, it is possible to see a comparison between a CDA and a 
conventional approach. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.7 Comparison between conventional and CDA approach 

 
 
Another benefit of this system is that it delivers more predictable arrival times, 
offering a more orderly flow of traffic with a better view of arrival sequences. 
Moreover, it also provides better trajectory prediction, which allows for improved 
flight efficiency. 
 
Additionally, as this procedure takes advantage of P-RNAV on board modern 
aircraft, pilots can fly a more precise path. Regarding this technology, it is 
important to keep in mind that it requires no changes on board the aircraft. 
Nevertheless, in case of non P-RNAV equipped aircraft, there is no objection to 
them as they can still be vectored to the final approach point. 
 
Lastly, after having talked about the benefits of the system, the drawbacks 
should be considered. In general, the most remarkable is that we have no 
alternative but to redesign the terminal airspace. Another less decisive is that 
ATC lose their vectoring skills.  
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Then, there are some airports that show particular shortcomings, for instance 
the impossibility of flying the PMS with inclement weather, existent in Kuala 
Lumpur airport (see [2]). 
 
All things considered, it is clear that the high number of advantages 
counterbalances the possible drawbacks we might find. Therefore, there is no 
doubt that PMS is an innovative method which can improve the current situation 
in terms of capacity, safety and environment. 
 
 

1.1.3. Implementation in worldwide airports 

 
The PMS is one of the operational procedures included in the Single European 
Sky ATM Research (SESAR) Solutions Catalogue of 2016 and 2017. 
 
In this catalogue, SESAR includes all their solutions which are the end product 
of their research. All these proposals refer to new or improved operational 
procedures or technologies that aim to contribute to the modernization of the 
European and global Air Traffic Management (ATM) system. 
 
Having a look at this catalogue, there is a solution which aims to use point 
merge in complex terminal airspace in order to improve arrival efficiency and 
predictability. 
 
This proposal is available for industrialization and SESAR validation activities 
successfully demonstrated the application of point merge procedures in 
complex Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA). For this reason, nowadays the 
PMS is present in various airports located in Europe, Africa, Asia and South 
America. 
 
In total there are 19 airports with PMS (see [3]), which are listed down below in 
table 1.1. 
 
 

Table 1.1 Airports where PMS is implemented 

 

Implementation year Airport Airport code Country 

2011 Oslo airport ENGM Norway 

 
2012 

Dublin airport EIDW Ireland 

Incheon airport RKSI South Korea 

Lagos airport DNMM Nigeria 

 
 
 
 
2013 

Paris ACC LFFF France 

Bergen airport ENBR Norway 

Fuerteventura airport GCFV Spain 

Hannover airport EDDV Germany 

Kuala Lumpur airport WMKK Malaysia 

Lanzarote airport GCRR Spain 

Stavanger airport ENZV Norway 
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Trondheim airport ENVA Norway 

2015 Leipzig/Halle airport EDDP Germany 

2016 London City airport EGLC UK 

London Biggin Hill airport EGKB UK 

 
2017 

Bogota airport SKBO Colombia 

Saint Petersburg airport ULLI Russia 

Jeju airport RKPC South Korea 

2018 Istanbul airport LTFM Turkey 

Future Lisbon airport LPPT Portugal 

Tokyo Haneda airport RJTT Japan 

 
 

1.2. Case study: Point Merge System at Palma de Mallorca 
airport 

 
Once the PMS concept has been explained, the case study for this project 
should be presented, which is the Point Merge System at Palma de Mallorca 
airport for runway 24L, completely based on the proposal of Cercle d’Economia 
de Mallorca (see [5]). 
 
This new arriving system has been proposed in order to develop a sustainable 
framework for aviation in Palma de Mallorca, so that fuel consumption, CO2 
emissions and noise emissions are reduced. 
 
 

1.2.1. Main characteristics 

 
The PMS is designed for the approach to runway 24L, which is the most used 
for arrivals in Palma de Mallorca airport. According to official statistics of Palma 
airport, more than 58% of approaches are performed in west configuration using 
runway 24L (see [5]). 
Hereafter, some technical information will be presented. 
 
The merge point is located over the localizer at 11NM from the runway. 
There are 2 sequencing legs equidistant from the merge point which contain 5 
segments each. The first one is at 25NM from the merge point and has a flight 
level of 11,000ft, while the other is at 26.5NM and has to be flown at 12,000ft.  
 
Finally, the created envelope containing all possible paths is opened 75º. For 
this reason, this PMS offers a more random dispersion of all possible paths. 
Consequently, the acoustic impact apart from being reduced, is also dispersed. 
 
Figure 1.8 shows a picture taken from Google Earth with the PMS. As it can be 
seen, the sequencing legs are located over the sea in order to avoid acoustic 
impact during peak hours. Moreover, apart from the mentioned elements, inside 
the envelope there are 4 red concentric semicircles whose center is the merge 
point.  
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Fig. 1.8 Location of the PMS in Palma de Mallorca 

 
 

These semicircles are very helpful for ATC and have a separation of 5NM 
between them, which will be the minimum separation in our system.  
Nowadays the separation ranges from 3NM to 5NM, depending on the type of 
aircraft. For this reason, 5NM has been considered since it is the most 
restrictive one and it is the distance between these semicircles. 
 
In Figure 1.9, there is a sequence of 3 images which illustrate how the required 
spacing is obtained between 2 aircraft. Once the descending aircraft reaches 
the first red semicircle, which means 5NM of separation, the aircraft in the 
sequence leg will get the “direct to”. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.9 Example of the required spacing between aircraft 
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Now that characteristics of the PMS in Palma de Mallorca have been explained, 
we could have a look at the benefits in this airport. After having results from 
airports which already use PMS and together with Eurocontrol studies, table 1.2 
shows the estimated results which could be obtained with the deployment of 
PMS in Palma de Mallorca (see [5]). 
 

 

Table 1.2 Estimated results for the PMS implementation in Palma airport 

 

  

Fuel saving Between 120kg and 150kg per flight 

Saving per passenger Between 0.7 and 1€ per passenger 

Annual saving for airlines Between 6 and 9 millions of euros 

Estimated investment Less than 3 millions of euros 

Return on investment Less than 6 months 

Avoided CO2 emissions  Between 24,000 and 40,000 tons 

Equivalence of avoided emissions 1% of Balearic transport sector 

 
 
All in all, PMS in Palma de Mallorca is perceived as an opportunity to achieve 
more economic and safer air transport, which leads to a tourism industry more 
competitive and sustainable. 
 
 

1.2.2. Assumptions 

 
The PMS, as has been mentioned before, needs limitations regarding speeds 
and altitudes. As the case study is proposed by Cercle d’Economia de Mallorca, 
all the information has been taken from their documents, in which the maximum 
altitudes in the sequencing legs were detailed but neither were the speeds 
specified.  
 
For this reason, at the beginning of the project in order to determine speed 
restrictions, similar speeds from other PMS were considered. In table 1.3, the 
maximum speeds of other PMS are presented. All of them are shown as 
indicated airspeed (IAS) and are usually between 220kt and 190kt. 
 
 

Table 1.3 Maximum speeds in other PMS 

 

Airport Maximum IAS in the 
entry segment of the 

sequencing leg 

Maximum IAS in the 
point merge 

Dublin RWY28 (see [6]) 230kt 180kt 

Oslo RWY01/19 (see [7]) 220kt - 

Trondheim RWY09/27  
(see [8]) 

220kt - 
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Fuerteventura RWY01/19 
(see [9]) 

220kt 200kt 

Lanzarote RWY03/21  
(see [10]) 

220kt  - 

London City RWY09/27 
(see [11 and 12]) 

210kt 185kt 

Biggin Hill RWY21  
(see [13]) 

210kt 185kt 

Kuala Lumpur RWY32  
(see [14 and 15]) 

230kt 210kt 

Incheon RWY15/16  
(see [16]) 

210kt 210kt 

Incheon RWY33/34  
(see [16]) 

190kt or 220kt 
(depending on STAR) 

190kt or 220kt 
(depending on STAR) 

Barcelona proposal 
RWY07L (see [17]) 

220kt 180kt 

 
 
Once these speeds are known, they should be introduced in the software 
carrying out the simulations, which is Network Strategic Tool (NEST). As it will 
be explained in the following chapter, this tool allows flight level restrictions 
along with angle restrictions but it doesn’t offer the possibility to limit speeds.  
 
Consequently, it is necessary to check the speeds in the simulations performed 
by NEST. In order to compute the speeds of the simulations, two Matlab codes 
have been developed.  
 
The first one computes the speeds when aircraft are in the first segment of the 
sequencing leg, in the segment before the merge point and in the segment after 
this point. The obtained plots from this first code are shown in Figures 1.10, 
1.11 and 1.12. 
 
As shown in Figure 1.10, most of aircraft are flying with a ground speed 
between 290kt and 300kt when entering the sequencing leg. 
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Fig. 1.10 Speeds in the first segment of the sequencing leg 

 
 
In Figure 1.11, speeds previous to the merge point seem to decrease slightly, 
as they are between 280kt and 290kt, although there are still some flights with 
ground speeds between 290kt and 300kt. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.11 Speeds in the segment before the merge point 

 
 
Finally, as can be appreciated in Figure 1.12, the ground speeds after the 
merge point have significantly decreased and are more dispersed. Most of 
aircraft have a speed between 180kt and 200kt. 
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Fig. 1.12 Speeds in the segment after the merge point 

 
 
Then, the second program has the purpose of checking how speeds might 
change during the whole sequencing leg.  
 
Figure 1.13 shows the absolute difference between the maximum and minimum 
speeds found in the sequencing leg. As can be seen, most of aircraft just have 
a difference of 2 knots approximately, therefore we can conclude that in most 
cases aircraft do not vary their speeds. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.13 Speed changes: difference in knots during the sequencing leg 
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Figure 1.14 shows the difference of knots between the speed in the first 
segment of the sequencing leg and the last segment of it. In this case, most of 
aircraft have a difference of 1kt approximately, so we can assume that the entry 
and exit speeds into the sequencing leg are nearly the same. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.14 Speed changes: difference in knots between entry and exit segments 
of the sequencing leg 

 
 
After all this information regarding speeds has been obtained, it is important to 
check that they do not exceed the maximum IAS of the considered PMS, shown 
in the previous table 1.3.  
 
In order to convert IAS to ground speed the following formula is needed, which 
converts IAS to true airspeed (TAS). 
 
 
 

       (2.1) 
 

 
 
Firstly, for speeds in the entry segment to the sequencing leg, we can take an 
IAS of 220kt from table 1.3. Regarding the air density, we will take 11,000ft 
which is the maximum altitude for the most used sequencing leg, and it results 
in 0.909kg/m3 of density, considering the International Standard Atmosphere 
(ISA). With formula (2.1), a TAS of 255.4kt is obtained. 
 
Then, for speeds in the merge point the same procedure has to be done but 
now with an IAS of 190kt from table 1.3 and an altitude of 3,000ft, which is the 
altitude that most flights have in this point. The corresponding density, also 
taken into account ISA, is 1.112kg/m3, which leads to a TAS of 199.4kt. 
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Consecutively, the conversion from TAS to ground speed has to be done, in 
which wind conditions are needed. As they can vary depending on the day, we 
will assume that there is no wind and in this case TAS equals ground speed. 
 
Then, it is possible to compare both speeds. For speeds in the entry segment of 
the sequencing leg, the maximum ground speed which has been computed is 
255.4kt, while in the simulation it was between 280kt and 290kt (Figure 1.10), 
so we would be exceeding it. 
 
For speeds in the merge point, the maximum ground speed found previously is 
199.4kt, whereas in the simulations, considering the segment after the merge 
point, it was below 200kt (Figure 1.12). Thus, the difference wouldn’t be so 
remarkable as the previous case. 
 
Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the software does not allow 
speed restrictions. Therefore, the only thing which can be done is introduce the 
automation control to these simulations and assume that our PMS will have 
higher speeds than the considered PMS. At the same time, this gives some 
advantages to pilots, as they will fly for a longer time with higher speeds, and 
also to the system, because aircraft will enter the sequencing leg with the 
required separation from other aircraft and by keeping the same speed, this 
separation will be ensured.  
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CHAPTER 2. SOFTWARE 
 
In this second chapter the software which has been used will be explained, 
which is Matlab and NEST. All the files and functions will be detailed, together 
with the developed codes and scripts. 
 

2.1. NEST 

 
NEST, also known as Network Strategic Tool, is a scenario-based modelling 
tool used by Eurocontrol Network Manager and the Air Navigation Service 
Providers (ANSPs) for network capacity planning and airspace design. It is used 
to optimize the available resources and improve performance at network level 
(see [18]). 
 
This simulation tool allows their users to: 
 

• Design and develop the airspace structure. 

• Plan the capacity and perform related post operation analyses. 

• Organize the traffic flows in the Air Traffic Flow and Capacity 
Management (ATFCM) strategic phase. 

• Prepare scenarios to support fast and real-time simulations and for ad-
hoc studies at local and network level. 

 
NEST is a desktop application which offers an intuitive interface, with a low 
barrier to entry for new users, and also includes a specific training and support 
package for them. In order to use this software, a subscription in the 
Eurocontrol One Sky Extranet (see [19]) is needed. After that, Eurocontrol might 
grant the access. In Figure 2.1, it is possible to see the main interface of this 
software. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 NEST interface 
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It is considered a powerful scenario-based modelling engine, as it is capable of 
running complex, operationally relevant analyses and optimisation 
functionalities. Moreover, it can process large quantities of data spanning 
multiple years, as well as analyse 10-minute periods of data into more detail. 
 
Here below, the main highlights of NEST regarding technical functions will be 
mentioned. 
 
First of all, NEST stands out for its modelling capability, as users can change 
the original dataset or reference scenario and model any operational planning 
options. 
 
Regarding simulation algorithms, it performs future traffic samples, 4D traffic 
distribution, delay simulation, regulation builder and configuration optimiser. 
Additionally, it offers the opportunity to have queries, charts, performance 
indicators, reports and analysis tools. 
 
When it comes to visual features, NEST provides tables, charts and capabilities 
for creating 2D/3D presentations and 4D time-based animations. 
 
Finally, some of the most important results which can be obtained are 
simulations of Europe airspace structures for past and future, assessment of 
individual airspace design projects, definition of flight 4D trajectories, delay 
simulations, simulations of future traffic growth, among others. 
 
 

2.1.1. Data files 

 
NEST has its own files in order to carry out all the functionalities mentioned 
previously. In this section, 3 types of data files which are used during the project 
will be presented. All of them are text files and are edited with a standard text 
editor. Later, in section 2.2 when the developed codes will be explained, it will 
be possible to see how the information of these files is used. 
 

2.1.1.1. Exp2 file 

 
The exp2 file is a combination of Expand file (exp) and Flight info file (flf). The 
expand file is created by traffic demand data, while the flight info file obtains 
data from Central Flow Management Unit (CFMU). In this file, each line has 
information about one flight, like the origin, destination, aircraft type, request 
flight level, flight ID… All these fields are separated by semicolons and often 
some of them are missing, that is why there are various semicolons together. 
For this project the fields of this file which are needed are presented in table 
2.1.  
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Table 2.1 Fields used from exp2 files 

 

# Field Comment 

1 Origin ICAO code airport 

8 Flight ID It must be unique 

9 Date departure “YYMMDD” 

10 Time departure “HHMM” 

 
 
See annex A.1 for the complete format of exp2 file. 
 
 

2.1.1.2. So6 file 

 
The so6 file is a traffic file which describes flight 4D trajectories per each 
segment. There are 2 types: so6 m1 and so6 m3. The first one obtains the 
trajectories from the last filled flight plans, therefore it is known as “initial”. The 
second type gets the information from the flight plans enhanced with radar data, 
once the flight has been performed. Thus, the file so6 m3 is known as “actual”. 
This file is longer than the exp2 file because instead of having 1 line per flight, 
there are as many lines as flown segments per flight. Therefore, it is possible to 
have 50, 100 or even 150 lines per flight, depending on the route. 
In each line it is possible to find information such as the time begin segment, 
time end segment, flight levels, longitudes and latitudes at the begin and end of 
the segment, segment length… In table 2.2, there are all the fields necessary to 
carry out the automation control. 
 
 

Table 2.2 Fields used from so6 files 

 

# Field Comment 

1 Segment identifier “FirstPointName_LastPointName” 

5 Time begin segment “HHMMSS” 

6 Time end segment “HHMMSS” 

11 Date begin segment “YYMMDD” 

12 Date end segment “YYMMDD” 

13 Latitude begin segment In minute decimale 

14 Longitude begin segment In minute decimale 

15 Latitude end segment In minute decimale 

16 Longitude end segment In minute decimale 

17 Flight identifier It must be unique 

18 Sequence It starts at 1 for every new flight and it is 
incremented at each line 

19 Segment length In nautical miles 

 
 
See annex A.2 for the complete format of so6 file. 
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2.1.1.3. Conf file 

 
The conf file is produced by the Conflict tool, which given some parameters, 
looks for all the conflicts in a so6 file and writes them in the conf file. In this file, 
each line contains one conflict and specific details about it, like the flight ID of 
the involved aircraft, the flight levels, latitudes and longitudes of both flights at 
first and end contact, the minimum distance... All these fields are separated by 
a blank space and the ones which are used for this project are shown in table 
2.3. 
 
 

Table 2.3 Fields used from conf files 

 

# Field Comment 

1 ID of flight 1 Field 17 from so6 file 

2 ID of flight 2 Field 17 from so6 file 

3 Time first contact In seconds 

16 Point 1 of segment 1 Name of point, route segment where flight 1 is 
located 

17 Point 2 of segment 1 Name of point, route segment where flight 1 is 
located 

18 Point 1 of segment 2 Name of point, route segment where flight 2 is 
located 

19 Point 2 of segment 2 Name of point, route segment where flight 2 is 
located 

22 Time end contact In seconds 

 
 
See annex A.3 for the complete format of conf file. 
 
 

2.1.2. Data study 

 
For this project, data study have been obtained from the webpage Demand 
Data Repository (DDR) of Eurocontrol, who gives access to users. In order to 
perform the automation control of the PMS, exp2 and so6 files are needed.  
 
As the PMS is not currently deployed in Palma de Mallorca airport, two types of 
data have been considered: real traffic from last year and forecasted traffic for 
2024. By doing so, it is possible to see how the PMS would perform if it was 
currently implemented and also in the case of being deployed in a few years, 
when traffic is supposed to increase. 
 
For both situations, the date which has been considered is 16th August, which is 
a period with high traffic in Palma de Mallorca.  
 
For the first case with real traffic, data have been downloaded from DDR, in the 
section of Historical Traffic. There, the date which is 16th August 2018 has to be 
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selected and so6 m3 file together with exp2 file can be obtained, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.2 Historical traffic in DDR 

 
 
For the second case, DDR offers the possibility to generate a custom forecast. 
It is necessary to indicate the target date, which is 16th August 2024 in this 
case, and the reference date, which is 16th August 2018. Furthermore, there are 
4 parameters which have to be chosen: the statfor forecast dataset, the statfor 
trend, airport constraints and the mode for assigning 4D trajectory. 
 
Regarding the statfor forecast dataset, there are 2 types: “Medium Term 
Forecast” (MTF) and “Short Term Forecast” (STF). The former is the one used, 
since MTF_201902 is the most recent. 
 
When selecting the statfor trend, there are 3 options: “high”, “base” and “low” 
traffic demand trends. In our case a base trend has been selected, so that the 
forecast will have more flights than now but without an unrealistic growth. 
 
For the parameter airport constraints, there are 2 options: “yes”, if the declared 
capacity is taken into account, or “no” in case we want to check if airport 
movements will be above the declared capacity. When generating the forecast, 
the option “yes” has been chosen, assuming that  Palma capacity is not going to 
change. 
 
The last parameter is the mode for assigning 4D trajectory, which could be: 
“Shortest route”, “Cheapest route”, “Flight plan trajectory” or “Actual flight 
trajectory”. The one which has been taken is “Flight plan trajectory”, which 
creates a traffic demand and matches it with the last updated flight plans of the 
reference date. For remaining flights, the shortest route mode is used. 
 
Finally, when all the parameters and dates are selected, it is possible to 
generate the files and later download them, as Figure 2.3 shows. In this case, 
there is just 1 so6 file, which corresponds to m1 (initial), since these flights are a 
forecast and haven’t been flown. 
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Fig. 2.3 Forecast traffic in DDR 

 
 

2.1.3. Functions to use 

 
In this section, all the functions from NEST which are used during the project 
will be explained in detail.  
 

2.1.3.1. Import and export data 

 
One of the basic functions is import and export data, which is necessary 
because some changes will have to be made to the initial exp2 and so6 files. In 
this way, scenario data can be exported as an Excel or text file and then, it can 
be easily imported back into the current scenario.  
 
These 2 functions can be found in the File menu. 
 
When importing data, 3 steps have to follow: first select the input data files, after 
matching file dates with scenario dates and finally, review and commit imported 
changes into the current scenario. 
 
For exporting data, it is necessary to select the output format, which could be 
Excel or text, and then choose the elements to be exported from airspace data, 
network data and traffic data. 
 
For the case of airspace data which later will have to be exported, it is 
necessary to select “Airblocks”, “Sectors” and “Airspaces” and use the “Add 
Entities” option to select a specific sector, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Fig. 2.4 Export menu 

 
 

2.1.3.2. Custom flow filtering 

 
This function consists in a filter which allows rapidly building a flight-capturing 
expression and is found in the data browser. First, an entity type has to be 
selected and after that, an entity from the list has to be chosen. Finally, 
depending on the entity, different filter options will appear, such as “Departing”, 
“Arriving”, “Crossing more than”, “Having aircraft”, “Having airline”… 
 
For this project, this tool is used to filter the flights which are landing in Palma 
de Mallorca. Thus, the entity type is “Airport”, “LEPA” which is the ICAO code 
for Palma is selected from the entity list and the filter option is “Arriving”, as 
Figure 2.5 shows. By doing so, only flights landing in Palma de Mallorca airport 
will be displayed. 
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Fig. 2.5 Custom flow filter 

 
 

2.1.3.3. Custom traffic flow 

 
This tool is in the Edit menu and it appears as “Create Custom Traffic Flow”. It 
is very similar to the custom flow filter, but in this case a flow is created 
depending on the filter which was selected. 
 
When opening this tool, it is necessary to write an ID for the flow, as well as 
introduce the traffic flow filter, which is the same menu as the filter explained in 
2.1.3.2. Then, the flow has to be added in the custom traffic flow list so that 
NEST will recognize it later. In Figure 2.6, it is possible to see the menu of this 
function. 
 
As indicated above, this function is very similar to the filter of section 2.1.3.2, 
but without the traffic flow it won’t be possible to simulate trajectories, which is 
the following function to be explained. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.6 Custom traffic flow menu 
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2.1.3.4. Simulate trajectory 

 
This function allows simulating new trajectories for a selection of flights by 
assigning them on the constrained route network. This tool can be found in the 
Scenario menu. 
 
In the interface of this tool, we have to select the simulation date on the left side 
and then on the right side the simulation parameters have to be determined. 
There are 3 parameters: traffic filter, base trajectory and simulated region. In the 
traffic filter, the flow which was created from section 2.1.3.3 has to be selected. 
In the base trajectory, the “Custom” option has been chosen since the imported 
data was loaded as “Custom”. Finally, in the simulated region the option “None” 
has been left, as we don’t want the simulation in a particular area. 
 
Then, there are some options regarding trajectory recombination which have 
been left unmarked. By doing so, flights which are not assigned to the network 
or flights not captured by the traffic filter would not be in the simulation. 
 
Another option regarding rerouting which has also been unmarked, assuming 
that there aren’t any military areas activated and excluded areas. 
 
Finally, it is important to remark that regularly there are a small percentage of 
flights for which network constraints like segment availability, allowed turn 
angles or segment penalization could not be satisfied and a trajectory isn’t 
assigned to these flights. At the end, a window appears indicating the assigned 
and non-assigned flights. 
 
Figure 2.7 shows the “Trajectory simulation” menu with the previous options 
mentioned. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.7 Trajectory simulation menu 
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2.1.3.5. Airspace/traffic intersection 

 
This tool computes the 4D intersection of traffic with specific airspace volumes 
and can be found in the Processing menu.  
 
In order to execute this tool, a so6 file has to be selected together with the files 
of the desired sectors, which have to be previously exported with the Export 
tool. In our project, as we are just interested in the moment when aircraft have 
to be sequenced and will entered the PMS, the collapsed sector LECPALP has 
been considered, which covers all the region from the Balearic islands. Figure 
2.8 shows this collapsed sector, which has to be exported. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.8 LECPALP collapsed sector 

 
 
Additionally, the option “Airspace for collapsed sectors” has to be marked, so 
that collapsed sectors are considered, and a minimum time spent in the sector 
has to be indicated, which has been 10 seconds for this project. In Figure 2.9, it 
is possible to see the “Airspace/traffic intersection” menu. 
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Fig. 2.9 Airspace/traffic intersection menu 

 
 
Finally, the output file with extension “t5” is generated and it will be needed 
when using the tool “Traffic punching” explained in the following section. 
 
 

2.1.3.6. Traffic punching 

 
This tool is very useful because it extracts traffic which cross a specific region of 
airspace. In this project, as we are dealing with traffic landing in Palma during 
24 hours, there are a lot of flights and the so6 file is very long. Therefore, by 
using this tool, a shorter so6 file will be obtained, which will contain information 
about segments inside the desired sector. By going to the Transform menu, this 
function will be found. 
 
In its interface, a so6 file has to be selected, as well as an intersection file, 
which is the one obtained in the previous section, with extension “t5”. 
Furthermore, the punching method “Inside – Airspace First In Last Out Segment 
Cut” has been chosen, since it extracts the segments crossing the punching 
area, whether they have some portions out of the punching area or not. Figure 
2.10 shows the segments which are covered with this method, which are A-B 
and B-C. 
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Fig. 2.10 Segments covered with the punching method 

 
 
Finally, the option “Group al punched traffic in one file” is marked, in order to 
obtain just one output file, which will be a shorter so6 file. Figure 2.11 shows the 
menu of this function with all the previous options mentioned. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.11 Traffic punching menu 

 
 

2.1.3.7. Conflict 

 
The tool Conflict, which is in the Analysis menu, provides information about 
conflicts in a traffic sample. 
 
When opening this tool, there are several parameters which have to be 
determined in order to obtain the output file, which is the conf file explained in 
section 2.1.1.3. 
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First of all, the so6 file to be analyzed has to be selected. After that, the start 
date and time, as well as the end date and time have to be determined. Another 
parameter is the calculation step, which is the time interval at which the 
calculation is done. It has been established to 5 seconds. 
 
Regarding uncertainties, the number of runs is set to 1 and for the options of 
average delay and standard deviations, we have assumed that there weren’t 
any delays, so both fields have been left with 0 seconds. 
 
An important parameter to select is the vertical and horizontal separation, so 
that the program will determine if there is a conflict between 2 aircraft or not. 
The vertical separation has been marked as RVSM and a distance of 5NM has 
been selected for horizontal separation.  
 
Finally, there is an option of filtering a minimum flight level, which has been set 
to FL100. By doing so, only flights above 10,000ft will be taken into account, 
avoiding conflicts close to the ground and at take-off and landing levels. As 
aircraft will fly at 11,000ft and 12,000ft in the sequencing legs of the PMS, all 
flights will be considered with this restriction. 
 
Finally, the level of details has to be determined, which could be “Heavy” or 
“Light”. The former has been selected to carry out the conflicts analysis and 
then, it is possible to run the function and obtain the conf file. 
 
 

2.1.3.8. Scene manager 

 
This tool is very useful once the automation control has been performed, since it 
offers the possibility to create a scene file and display graphical items on the 
map. It can be found in the Map menu and it is usually used to create illustrative 
maps or animations. 
 
When opening the scene manager, it will be possible to edit the content of the 
current scene loaded in NEST. There are different graphical items which can be 
added to the scene, for instance airspaces, network, airports, navigation points, 
trajectories, labels or images. 
 
In our case, the elements to add are the animation clock and a traffic animation, 
in which the final so6 file has to be selected. By doing so, it will be possible to 
obtain an animation of the automation control of the PMS. 
 

2.1.3.9. Route length 

 
The “Route length” function provides a broad analysis of the route extensions 
by using a spherical Earth model and it is found in the Analysis menu. It has 1 
input, which is a so6 file and optionally a second so6 file to make a comparison. 
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When this function will be used at the end of the project, we will select 2 input 
files: the final simulation with automation control and the original file with the 
current trajectories. By doing so, it will be possible to compare route lengths 
with and without the PMS. 
 
Figure 2.12 shows the menu of this function. As can be seen, there are 2 more 
options which can be marked. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.12 Route length menu 

 
 
Regarding the TMA option, it has been marked considering 11 NM, which is the 
distance from the airport to the merge point. As this tool doesn’t consider the 
SIDs and STARs, it has to subtract a part of the route. Since we have 
determined 11NM, NEST will remove the route part lying in the first 11NM 
around departure and arrival airports and it will take into account the route part 
of the PMS. 
 
For the second option which filters flights departing or arriving from specific 
airports, it hasn’t been marked because our input files only have the flights 
landing to Palma. 
 
Finally, the output of this function is an Excel report which contains all the 
details. 
 
 

2.1.4. Shell script in bash console 

 
In the NEST interface there is a bash console, which can be found in the Tools 
menu. From this console, all functions and tools of NEST can be called and in 
our case we have used it to call the Conflict tool. 
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One of the steps in this project is to check that there are no conflicts between 
aircraft arriving to Palma de Mallorca. In real life, ATC ensure the required 
spacing between aircraft but NEST doesn’t offer this capability, so it is 
necessary to verify it.  
 
It is very important not to have conflicts because in this way aircraft will enter to 
the PMS with a separation distance higher or equal to 5NM and, as they keep 
speed inside the PMS, we are ensuring that there won’t be any conflicts in the 
sequencing legs. 
 
In order to do this, the Conflict function has been used and a Matlab program 
has been developed to solve the possible conflicts by adding some delay to 
aircraft. The problem is that after executing the Matlab code, it is necessary to 
check again the number of conflicts. In case of still having conflicts, the Matlab 
code will have to be executed again and this procedure would have to be 
repeated until there were 0 conflicts. As it is bothersome to be executing two 
different programs several times, a shell script has been developed, which is 
executed from the NEST bash console.  
 
First of all, in the shell script the Conflict function is called, which has the name 
of “Snapshot_55a.exe”. After that, two arrays are declared, which will be the 
ones storing the number of iterations and number of conflicts. To know the 
number of conflicts, the only thing we have to do is check the number of lines in 
the conf file, as each line corresponds to one conflict. After that, the conf file is 
sorted by its third element, which is the time of first contact. In this way, conflicts 
will be sorted chronologically.  
 
After that, there is a loop which will stop provided that the conf file is empty. By 
doing so, we ensure that at the end we will obtain 0 conflicts. In this loop, the 
Matlab code “deconflict_all_file” is called, which will solve the conflicts as it will 
be explained in section 2.2.5. Then, the Conflict tool from NEST is called again 
to check the number of conflicts and the new conf file is sorted again. Moreover, 
the arrays of iterations and conflicts have to be updated: the number of 
iterations is increased by 1 and the number of conflicts is known by looking at 
the number of lines in the new conf file. 
 
Finally, when the loop has finished, these two arrays are written in a text file and 
a Matlab program called “plot_conflicts_evolution” is executed, which will 
present a plot of the conflicts evolution. Moreover, we will obtain the exp2 and 
so6 files without conflicts. 
 
   

2.1.5. Creation of Point Merge System 

 
NEST contains all the waypoints, airways, Standard Instrumental Departure 
(SID) and Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) which are currently used. As 
the PMS is not deployed, it is necessary to create it in NEST airspace.  
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First of all, latitude and longitude coordinates of the PMS waypoints have to be 
taken from a kml file, which was given by Cercle d’Economia de Mallorca.  
 
After that, it is necessary to go the Network menu in the data browser and click 
on “VST”, which corresponds to the ATS H24 route network. Then, by selecting 
the “Edit displayed network” option, a window is opened which will allow us to 
create new waypoints and segments. 
 
Additionally, if we want to have all flights entering to the PMS, some segments 
have to be deleted and 3 new ones have to be created, which are the following: 
 

• ELTAN – D139B 

• MHN.D – D139B 

• RUXET – GODOX 
 
 
Figure 2.13 shows the existing segments together with the 3 new segments 
which have to be added. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.13 Additional PMS segments necessary for the simulations 

 
 

Afterwards, the flight level restrictions for the sequencing legs have to be 
introduced. To do so, the “VST” menu has to be extended and we have to 
select the “FLC Restrictions” option. All the flight level restrictions will be 
displayed and by right clicking one of them, the option “Edit Flight Level 
Constraints” will appear. In the following window, it will be possible to add a new 
restriction, where we will have to indicate that it is for flights arriving to Palma 
after the PMS waypoints. The inner sequencing leg has to be flown at FL110 
and the outer one at FL120, as can be seen in Figure 2.14. 
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Fig. 2.14 Flight level restrictions for both sequencing legs 

 
 

Moreover, in order to obtain the simulations, it is necessary to allow turn angles 
at the end of the sequencing legs, as shown in Figures 2.15 and 2.16. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.15 Turn angle from ACD4D to 63FB3 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.16 Turn angle from 3B04F to BBEAD 

 
 

Finally, Figure 2.17 shows the created PMS and all its waypoints, which later 
will be needed when developing the Matlab codes. 
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Fig. 2.17 PMS created in NEST 

 
 

2.2. Matlab 

 
In this section, all the codes and functions developed in Matlab will be 
explained, which are available in Drive (see [20]). 
 

2.2.1. Initial_final_PMS_speeds 

 
This code has the aim of computing the speeds in the first segment of the 
sequencing leg, the previous segment to the merge point and the following 
segment to the same point.  
 
It needs the name of a so6 file and as output it will show 3 histograms 
corresponding to the speeds in the 3 segments mentioned above. 
 
Firstly, the code opens the so6 file and in case of having some format problems, 
it will notify the user. After that, there is a loop which reads every line of the file 
and stores the initial and end waypoints of the segment. If the segment starts 
with “CF18E” or “FCD0E”, speeds in the entry segment can be computed. In 
case the segment starts with “DBDFE”, it corresponds to the previous segment 
to the merge point and the speeds in this segment can also be computed. The 
last case is when the segment ends with “DBDFE”, which matches with the 
following segment to the merge point. 
 
For the 3 scenarios, speeds are computed following the same procedure: the 
fields in positions 5 and 6 are read, which are the time begin and end segment 
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respectively, and a subtraction with the function “etime” is done. By doing so, 
we know the time spent to fly that segment. Then, the distance of the segment 
is read from field 19 and it is possible to compute the division between the 
distance and the segment time. 
 
Finally, when all the file has been read, it is closed and the 3 histograms are 
shown. 
 
 

2.2.2. Speeds_during_sequencing_leg 

 
The objective of this code is to check how speeds might change during the 
sequencing leg. 
 
It needs the name of the so6 file which is going to analyse and as output it will 
present 2 histograms: the first one shows the difference in knots between the 
maximum and minimum speeds during the sequencing leg and the second one 
shows the difference in knots between the entry and exit speeds. 
 
This code is pretty similar to the previous one, as it also starts opening the so6 
file and in case of errors, it will warn the user. After that, there is a loop which 
reads each line and when the segment starts with the waypoints “FCD0E”, 
“8C100”, “B3B64”, “85430”, “ACD4D”, “CF18E”, “20D43”, “BDD39”, “88CF2” or 
“3B04F”, the speed is computed and stored in an array. This calculation is 
performed following the same procedure in section 2.2.1: the subtraction 
between times is done, the segment distance is read and finally with a division 
between distance and segment time the speed is known. 
 
Additionally, when the segment starts with waypoints “ACD4D” or “3B04F”, it 
means that these are the last segments of the sequencing leg. Therefore, it is 
necessary to take the array with speeds and look for the maximum and 
minimum. Then, by doing a subtraction, the difference can be computed. 
 
After that, the first and last speeds are taken, which correspond to the entry and 
end speeds, and a subtraction is done, taking the absolute value. 
 
In case the results of subtraction were higher than 10kt, a message in the 
command windows will appear, and that aircraft will not appear in the 
histogram. 
 
Finally, when all the file has been read, it is closed and the 2 histograms are 
shown. 
 
 

2.2.3. Departure_deconflict 

 
This Matlab program changes departure times of flights departing from the 
same airport if they are equal. By doing so, a real simulation is achieved since 
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in the real world, assuming just 1 runway for take-off, there won’t be 2 aircraft 
departing at the same time from the same airport.  
 
This program needs the names of a so6 and an exp2 files and at the end 2 new 
files with the same format will be obtained, which will have the departure times 
modified. 
 
First of all, the exp2 file is opened and fields in position 1, 8 and 10, which 
correspond to origin, flight ID and departure time, are saved in a matrix with a 
loop. After that, this matrix is sorted taken into account the alphabetic order of 
the origin. By doing so, all the flights departing from a specific airport will be 
together. 
 
Then, there is another loop which looks for flights departing from the same 
airport and it creates an array with all their departure times. With this array and 
by using the functions “check_departure_time_different”, “compute_time_slot”, 
“change_time_slot_exp2” and “change_time_slot_so6” it is possible to verify if 
all departure times are different, compute the new time slot in case they are 
equal and modify the files. All these secondary functions are explained in 
explained in annex B.1. 
 
 

2.2.4. Cut_punched_file_to_analyze_conflicts 

 
This Matlab program is executed before the conflicts analysis in order to obtain 
a file with all segments from the punched file except those corresponding to the 
PMS. By doing so, the conflicts analysis will be performed just in the previous 
segments to the sequencing legs, since most aircraft keep the same speed 
inside the sequencing leg and the automation control will ensure the separation 
between aircraft inside the PMS. 
 
The input of this program is a punched file whose format is so6 and its output 
will be a new so6 file, without the PMS segments. 
 
First, the code starts by opening the punched so6 file and if it had problems, it 
will notify users. After that, there is a loop which reads line by line the file and in 
case the 18th field is 1, it stores the number of that line. In this way, we know 
when a new flight starts, since this field is the sequence number.  
 
Moreover, the final waypoint of each segment is also read and when it 
corresponds to “CF18E” or “FCD0E”, the number of this line is also stored. 
Therefore, it is possible to know when the segments of PMS will start. 
 
Then, as we know which segments are the ones to be copied in the new file, 
there is a loop which creates an array to keep all the information from the 
beginning, when the sequence number is 1, until the waypoints “CF18E” or 
“FCD0E”. 
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Finally, when all the punched so6 file is read it is closed and there is a loop 
which writes the information of all flights in the new file. 
 
 

2.2.5. Deconflict_all_file 

 
This function is called from the shell script in the bash console of NEST (see 
section 2.1.4.) and its purpose is to add some delay to one of the aircraft 
involved in a conflict, in order to obtain a traffic without conflicts. 
 
This function receives 4 inputs which are the names of the conf file, the exp2 
file, the so6 file and the shorter so6 file obtained from the program 
cut_punched_to_analyze_conflicts, which is the file used to check the remaining 
conflicts. 
 
First of all, the conf file is opened and in case of having some problems, it 
notifies the users. Afterwards, the first line is read, which corresponds to the first 
conflict, and information in fields 1, 2, 16, 17, 18 and 19 is saved in variables. 
By doing this, flight IDs which will be used later are stored, together with the 
initial and end waypoints where each flight is located.  
 
After that, fields 3 and 22 are used to compute the time slot, as they have the 
information about the time of first and end contact respectively. A subtraction is 
done and in case these fields had the same value, 1 minute of delay would be 
considered. 
 
Then, the so6 file is read and it is necessary to look for both flight IDs. Once 
they are found, the segments where the conflict is taking place have to be 
found. To do so, we have to compare the waypoints in the s06 file with the 
information stored at the beginning, from fields 16, 17, 18 and 19. When these 
segments are found, the speed for both aircraft is computed following the 
procedure of previous occasions: a subtraction between time begin and end 
segment is done, the segment length is read and a division is done to know the 
average speed in that segment. 
 
The computation of speeds is carried out because the delay will be added to the 
slowest aircraft. Therefore, when speeds are computed, it is necessary to 
compare them and in this way, we can determine which is the aircraft with the 
delay.  
 
After that, the so6 file can be closed and the information about the affected flight 
ID as well as its time slot, is added to a matrix. Nevertheless, as all this 
procedure is done for all the conflicts in the conf file, it is important to remark 
that before writing the previous information to the matrix, we check that the flight 
ID isn’t in the matrix. In case it was already there due to a previous conflict, we 
have to compare the time slot that is already in the matrix and the new time slot, 
and we will keep the maximum delay, in order to solve both conflicts. 
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Finally, when all the conflicts have been analysed, there is a loop which reads 
the matrix and calls the functions change_time_slot_exp2 and 
change_time_slot_so6, which will apply the delay to the given flight IDs in the 
three files: the exp2, the so6 and the shorter so6.  
 
 

2.2.6. Plot_conflicts_evolution 

 
This function is also called from the shell script in the bash console of NEST 
(see section 2.1.4.) and it has the aim of plotting the evolution of conflicts. 
 
It has 2 inputs which are 2 text files, one with the number of conflicts and 
another one with the number of iterations. 
 
This function reads both files, which contain the number of conflicts or iterations 
separated by blank spaces, and then it creates two new arrays with this 
information. 
 
After that, the plot of these two arrays is obtained. 
 
 

2.2.7. Automation_control 

 
This program is the last but most important which has to be executed in order to 
get the automation control of the PMS. Its purpose is to decide when aircraft 
can have the instruction “direct-to” in order to fly to the merge point, as well as 
modifying the so6 file to create the animation with the scene manager. 
 
As input, it has the so6 file without any conflicts, obtained after executing the 
shell script in NEST, and as output it has new file so6 with the automation 
control applied. 
 
Firstly, the so6 file is opened and the program will notify in case it had some 
problems. Afterwards, there is a loop which reads line by line the initial and end 
waypoints of each segment. When the initial waypoint is “CF18E” or “FCD0E”, it 
means this is the first segment of the sequencing leg and we will store the 
information in fields 17 and 5 in a matrix, which are the flight ID and the time 
when aircraft enters to the PMS respectively. Additionally, depending on the 
waypoint, we will also write in the matrix if the flight is coming from east or west. 
 
Secondly, the time when an aircraft has flown the whole sequencing leg needs 
also to be stored in the matrix, which is obtained when the end waypoint is 
“BBEAD” or “63FB3”. In this case the 6th file is taken, as it is the time end 
segment. 
 
Another important information is the time when an aircraft flies the merge point, 
which is taken when the end waypoint is “DBDFE”, with the 6th field. 
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After that, as we have all the important information from so6 file, it can be 
closed and the matrix containing all data is sorted taken into account the entry 
time to the PMS, which is the second column. 
 
Then, we will have to decide if aircraft can get the “direct-to” when they enter 
the PMS or they will have to wait in the sequencing leg. In order to do so, first of 
all it is necessary to compute the time when an aircraft will have flown the 
required spacing, which is 5NM for flights coming from west, which are in the 
first sequencing leg, and 6.5NM for east flights, which are farther from the 
merge point. 
 
This time, named from now on as 20NM time since aircraft are 20NM away from 
the merge point, is computed assuming that aircraft will fly directly, without 
waiting in the sequencing leg. It has two different formulas, depending if it is a 
west or east flight: 
 
 
 

             (2.1) 
 

 
      (2.2) 

 
 
 
 
Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show an illustrative representation for both scenarios to 
understand how these formulas have been obtained. 
 
In the case of west flights, a subtraction between the time when aircraft is in the 
merge point and aircraft has flown the whole sequencing leg is done and is 
divided by 5 to know how long it takes to fly the required distance, which is 
5NM. To this result, the entry time has to be added in order to know the real 
time when aircraft will have flown the 5NM. This result can be extrapolated to 
the left side, assuming a direct entry, since the distance of 25NM is the same. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.18 Explanation of 20NM time for west flights 
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For east flights, the same procedure has been followed but we haven’t divided 
by 5 because the sequencing leg is 26.5NM away from the merge point and we 
want to know how long it takes to fly 6.5NM, which is the required spacing. 
Therefore, we have considered intervals of 0.5NM, so we have divided by 53 as 
there are 53 intervals of 0.5NM in 26.5NM, and then the result is multiplied by 
13 to know how long it takes to fly 6.5NM. The same happens when assuming a 
direct entry, the results can be extrapolated to the other side since the distance 
is the same. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.19 Explanation of 20NM time for east flights 

 
 

Once 20NM time is computed, it is stored in the matrix. Additionally, another 
computation is done which is the time spent in the sequencing leg. To do so, a 
subtraction between the time when the whole leg is flown and the entry time is 
done. This result is also stored in the matrix and will be necessary afterwards, 
to ensure that no aircraft spends more time in the sequencing leg than the one 
spent in the simulation. 
 
After these computations are done, it is necessary to compare times in order to 
decide if aircraft can go directly to the merge point. To do so, an array called 
status has been declared, which will contain in the first position the 20NM time 
of the last flight which had the “direct-to” and in the second position it will have 
its flight ID. 
 
When running the program for the first time, as we do not consider previous 
flights from the day before, the first aircraft will find the variable status empty, so 
it will get a “direct-to” for sure. When an aircraft gets this instruction, its flight ID 
and 20NM time are always stored in the status variable. 
 
Then, for the other flights it will be necessary to check this variable in order to 
determine if they have to wait or not, and 2 possible scenarios can take place. 
In the first one, an aircraft entering to the PMS will get the “direct-to” because its 
entry time is higher than the 20NM time in the status. This means that when it 
will get the “direct-to”, the aircraft inside the PMS will have already flown the first 
semicircle, so the required spacing will be ensured. 
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The second scenario is that the aircraft will not get the direct-to because its 
entry time is not higher than the 20NM time of the status. Therefore, this means 
that the aircraft inside the PMS is still flying towards the first semicircle and if a 
second aircraft would enter, we wouldn’t have 5NM between them. 
 
Figure 2.20 and 2.21 show two examples of both scenarios. In Figure 2.20, it is 
possible to see that at 10:03 aircraft 2 can get the “direct-to” because aircraft 1 
has already flown the first semicircle.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.20 Example of a feasible "direct-to" instruction 

 
 
As can be seen in Figure 2.21, at 10:00 aircraft 2 cannot get the “direct-to” 
because aircraft 1 has not flown the semicircle, so it will have to wait until 10:01, 
time when aircraft 1 will be in the semicircle and the 5NM will be ensured. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.21 Example of an unfeasible "direct-to" instruction 
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In the matrix with all the flights information, we will also write the waiting time, 
which will be 0 minutes for direct flights or the subtraction between the 20NM 
time in the status and the entry time of the following aircraft. 
 
Here below in table 2.4 there is the information which all flights should have in 
each column of the matrix, no matter whether they are direct or waiting flights. 
 
 

Table 2.4 Information in the matrix for all flights 

 

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #17 

Flight 
ID 

tentry tleg tmerge t20 

(assuming 
direct entry) 

Time spent 
to fly the 
whole leg 

Waiting 
time 

West or 
east 
flight 

 
 
Moreover, in the case of waiting flights, the 20NM time has to be recalculated, 
since we cannot assume a direct entry. The new 20NM time for waiting flights is 
the previous 20NM time plus the waiting time, as illustrated in Figure 2.22. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.22 Example of the new 20NM time computation for waiting flights 

 
 

For flights which have to wait there will be additional information in the matrix, 
which is the new 20NM time and also the time of their “direct-to”, computed as 
entry time plus waiting time. Furthermore, the waiting time is compared to the 
time spent in the sequencing leg and in case the former was greater, the 
program will notify the users, as it wouldn’t be realistic. 
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Before starting the modifications in the so6 file, the program also informs the 
user about the number of direct and waiting flights, as well as the maximum, 
minimum and average waiting time. 
 
Afterwards, the last part of the code had to modify the so6 file with the “direct-
to” times and amend the following times, so that the whole sequencing leg is not 
flown. To do this, there is a main loop which will read all the flights in the matrix, 
one by one. Inside this loop, there is another one which reads the information 
from the so6 file until it finds the corresponding flight. When it has found it, the 
waypoints “FCD0E”, “63FB3” and “DBDFE” for west flights and “CF18E”, 
“BBEAD” and “DBDFE” for east flights have also to be found, as well as the last 
line of the flight. By doing so, it is possible to store the number of the lines which 
correspond to the first segment of the PMS, the last segment of the sequencing 
leg,  the first segment of the entry and the last segment before the merge point. 
These indices are stored in different variables and are very important because 
they will allow us to know if the information of the so6 file has to be changed 
and how times have to be modified. 
 
Then, the 7th column of the matrix is checked, which corresponds to the waiting 
time. In this way, it is possible to know if we have a direct or waiting flight. 
 
In case of a direct flight, all the information previous to the sequencing leg is 
copied in a new variable called “info_to_copy”, which will contain all the 
information to write in the new so6 file. Then, from the first segment of the PMS 
until the merge point, the function change_times_entry_segment is used, which 
will is explained in annex B.2. 
 
For the case of a waiting flight, first of all it is necessary to look for the segment 
in which the turn is performed. To do so, we check if the turn time is comprised 
between the time begin and end segment. In case it was, the initial and final 
latitudes and longitudes are saved in the matrix, which correspond to fields 13, 
14, 15 and 16 of the so6 file. 
 
After that, it is necessary to compute the latitude, longitude and flown distance 
when the aircraft will turn, as this information has to be included in the new so6 
file. To do so, 4 arrays have to be created with the initial and final information 
regarding latitudes, longitudes, distances and times, always considering the 
segment of the turn. These 4 arrays are used in the function linear_regression 
(see annex B.2) which will estimate these variables and then they will be stored 
in the matrix as they are going to be used afterwards. 
 
In table 2.5, all the additional information for waiting flights in the matrix is 
shown, where “lat.” corresponds to latitude and “lon.” to longitude. 
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Table 2.5 Additional information in the matrix for waiting flights 

 

#8 #9 10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 

tturn t20 for 
waiting 
flights 

Initial 
lat. 

Initial 
lon. 

Final 
lat. 

Final 
lon. 

Turn 
lat. 

Turn 
lon. 

Segment 
length 
until the 
turn 

 
 
Consecutively, we have to proceed in a similar way to the direct flights, but now 
all the information to be stored in a new variable are the previous segments to 
the turn. In this case the variable will be called “info_to_copy”. For the turn 
segment, the function called change_times_entry_waiting, while for the 
following segments, the function change_times_entry_segment is used. Both 
functions are detailed in annex B.2. 
 
When all this procedure has been done for all flights in the matrix, all the new 
information is written in a new file and at the end 3 plots are obtained. The first 
one is a pie chart which compares the number of direct and waiting flights, the 
second is a pie chart like the previous one but also considering the origin of 
flights, if they came from east or west. The final plot is a histogram of the 
waiting times. 
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CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATION CONTROL 

3.1. Methodology 

 
In this section, all the methodology which has been followed to obtain the 
automation control of the PMS will be detailed step by step. Furthermore, the 
results which will be shown in the next chapter will also be mentioned. 
 
Firstly, the exp2 and so6 files from the selected dates have to be downloaded 
from the DDR website. Regarding the file of 16th August 2018, it is available in 
the “Historical traffic” section, while the file for 16th August 2024 has to be 
generated and downloaded from the “Forecast traffic”, as it has been explained 
in section 2.1.2. 
 
Secondly, the files have to be imported to the NEST program and by using the 
custom flow filter (see 2.1.3.2), only the flights arriving to Palma de Mallorca 
airport will be displayed. Once they appear in the data browser, they have to be 
selected and exported into an exp2 file and a so6 file. In the next chapter, the 
number of flights landing in Palma will be presented, together with a plot of the 
current trajectories without PMS. 
 
Consecutively, the Matlab program called “Departure_deconflict” has to be 
executed with the files exported from NEST and 2 new files will be obtained, 
which won’t contain flights departing from the same airport with the same 
departure time. In the following chapter, the number of departure times which 
need to be changed will be shown, together with its flight ID. 
 
After that, the trajectory simulation has to be performed. First of all, the new files 
have to be imported to NEST and we will have to create a “Custom Traffic Flow” 
with the filter “Arriving LEPA” (see 2.1.3.3). Then, it will be possible to select the 
“Simulate Trajectory” function in the Scenario menu, select the options 
explained in section 2.1.3.3 and obtain a new so6 file with the simulation.  
It is important to highlight that in this simulation, flights fly all the sequencing leg, 
as NEST doesn’t have the capability of giving “direct-to” instructions and it just 
flies the available segments, which in this case are the segments of the whole 
sequencing leg. When results will be presented, a plot containing this simulation 
will be shown, with information of the number of flights entering the PMS by 
west or east. 
 
Once the so6 file with the simulation is obtained, it is necessary to use the 
“Traffic punching” tool, which will allow us to work with a shorter so6 file, with 
data from the last segments of the flights. We can do so since we are working in 
an arrival procedure and the departing and cruise segments are not a field of 
our interest. 
 
To use the “Traffic punching” tool, firstly, it will be necessary to export the sector 
LECPALP and secondly, the “Airspace/traffic intersection” tool has to be 
executed (see section 2.1.3.5). Afterwards, it will be possible to use the “Traffic 
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punching” as explained in section 2.1.3.6 tool and a punched file will be 
obtained. 
 
Then, a traffic without conflicts is required, so first of all the Matlab program 
called “Cut_punched_file_to_analyze_conflicts” has to be executed. The output 
of this function, which is a so6 file without the PMS segments, will be the input 
file for the shell script “deconflict_all_file”, which will also have to be run. For this 
last program, in the results section, a plot regarding the conflicts evolution will 
be shown. 
 
Consecutively, it will be necessary to use the “Traffic punching” for the so6 file 
without conflicts, obtained from the shell script. The procedure will be the same 
as before, but now we won’t have to import the sectors as we already have 
them. Only the “Airspace/traffic intersection” and the “Traffic punching” pools 
have to be used. 
 
Afterwards, the Matlab program “Automation_control” should be executed, 
taking the output file from “Traffic punching” as its input. In the following section, 
some plots and information regarding the direct and waiting flights will be 
presented, together with the maximum, minimum and average waiting times. 
Additionally, this program will return the final so6 file. This file will be imported 
into NEST to obtain a screenshot of the trajectories and will also be used in the 
“Scene manager” in order to obtain the animations. This plot and animations are 
going to be shown in the next chapter. 
 
Figure 3.1 illustrates all the mentioned steps, with the given names of the files 
for 2018 traffic. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.1 Block diagram for 2018 traffic 
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Figure 3.2 shows the same steps but now with the names of files for 2024 
traffic. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.2 Block diagram for 2024 traffic 

 
 
Finally, when all this procedure has been carried out for traffics of 2018 and 
2024, the tools “Route length” and “Scenario economy” from NEST have been 
used. PMS results are compared with the files downloaded at the beginning 
which contain real data of the trajectories flown in 18th August 2018. By doing 
so, we will see if distance and fuel results are better with or without the PMS. 
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CHAPTER 4. VALIDATION 
 
This last chapter contains all the results and plots which have been mentioned 
in the previous chapter in order to validate the possibility of implementing a 
PMS in Palma de Mallorca the airport. The results will be explained for current 
traffic and a forecast traffic for 2024. In this way, it is possible to study the 
viability of the system in the long run, when traffic is supposed to increase. 
Lastly, some plots will be presented in order to compare both scenarios. 
 

4.1. Results for 16/08/2018 

 
In this section, all the results for traffic from 16th August 2018 will be presented. 
 
First of all, we will start with the number of flights landing in Palma de Mallorca, 
which are 466 flights. In Figure 4.1, the current trajectories of these flights are 
shown. As can be seen, most flights come from the north of the island. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.1 Trajectory simulation without PMS for 2018 traffic 

 
 
Afterwards, the “Departure_deconflict” program has to be executed, which 
modifies same departure times from a particular airport. For 2018 traffic, there is 
just 1 aircraft which needed a change in its departure time and 1 minute has 
been added. 
 
When obtaining the trajectory simulation with the PMS, from the 466 flights 
arriving to Palma, there are 434 which have an assigned trajectory, while 32 
could not be simulated. Therefore, only the 434 simulated flights have been 
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considered. In Figure 4.2, it is possible to see the simulated trajectories. As can 
be appreciated, all flights which came from north previously, now are entering 
the PMS by the west side, using the inner sequencing leg. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.2 Trajectory simulation with PMS for 2018 traffic 

 
 
The following results to be presented are the number of conflicts and how they 
have been solved. In Figure 4.3, the conflicts evolution is shown and as can be 
seen, the initial number of conflicts is 79. After 8 iterations, these conflicts have 
been solved. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.3 Evolution of the number of conflicts for 2018 traffic 
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Consecutively, when the “Traffic punching” tool has been used for the file 
without conflicts, the program “Automation_control” has to be executed. This 
program decides when flights have the “direct-to” instruction and in Figure 4.4 it 
is possible to see how many of them obtain a direct entry or have to wait in the 
sequencing leg. As can be seen, most flights are able to get a direct entry. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.4 Direct and waiting flights for 2018 traffic 

 
 
In Figure 4.5, the same plot has been obtained but distinguishing between 
flights coming from west or east. As we obtained before, most flights come from 
west, so most aircraft get a direct entry from the west side. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.5 Direct and waiting flights from east and west for 2018 traffic 
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Another plot which has been obtained is the histogram of waiting times, shown 
in Figure 4.6. Most of them are between 1 and 20 seconds. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.6 Histogram of waiting times for 2018 traffic 

 
 
Additionally, the program displays some information regarding the number of 
flights and times, which has been presented in table 4.1. 
 

 

Table 4.1 Data from "Automation_control" program for 2018 traffic 

 

Number of direct flights 314 

Number of waiting flights 119 

Number of flights exceeding time in sequencing leg 0 

Maximum waiting time 144 seconds 

Minimum waiting time 2 seconds 

Average waiting time 40.8 seconds 

 
 
The final so6 file has been imported in NEST and the following screenshot in 
Figure 4.7 has been obtained for trajectories. As most waiting times were really 
small, most trajectories are located near the direct entries. 
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Fig. 4.7 Trajectories after automation control for 2018 traffic 

 
 
Once this final so6 file has been obtained, the “Route length” analysis has been 
performed in comparison with the current traffic which doesn’t have PMS. The 
average route length has been computed since there are less simulated flights 
because some of them didn’t have an assigned trajectory. The results are 
presented in Figure 4.8, in which is possible to see that PMS increases the 
route length. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.8 Average route length per flight for 2018 traffic 
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Finally, a video has been obtained when creating the scene in NEST, which 
captures some flights from east and west, with direct and waiting flights (see 
[21]). 
 
 

4.2. Results for 16/08/2024  

 
Now in this section, results for the traffic forecast in 2024 will be presented. 
 
Firstly, regarding the traffic, there are 1002 flights landing to Palma airport on 
16th August 2024. In Figure 4.9, it is possible to see the estimated trajectories 
which will be flown with the airspace that we have nowadays. As can be seen, 
most flights come from the north of island, like in the current situation. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.9 Trajectory simulation without PMS for 2024 traffic 

 
 
After that, the departure times from the same airport have to be modified with 
the program “Departure_deconflict”. In this case, there are 26 aircraft which 
need a change of their departure times. In total, 33 minutes have been added, 
which results in 1.27 minutes for each flight. 
 
Later, the trajectory simulation with the PMS can be obtained, which is 
displayed in Figure 4.10. From the 1002 flights arriving to Palma, there are 940 
aircraft with an assigned trajectory, while there are 62 flights which could not be 
simulated. As we have done before, only flights with an assigned trajectory are 
taken into account. In Figure 4.10, it is possible to see how most flights enter by 
the west side, flying through the inner sequencing leg, like with 2018 scenario. 
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Fig. 4.10 Trajectory simulation with PMS for 2024 traffic 

 
 
Consecutively, the conflicts have to be solved using the shell script. In Figure 
4.11, there is the plot with the evolution of these conflicts. Initially there are 434 
conflicts and after 220 iterations, all of them are solved. In this case, the number 
of conflicts is greater and despite having an important decrease of the number 
of conflicts at the beginning, more iterations are needed to obtain 0 conflicts. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.11 Evolution of the number of conficts for 2024 traffic 

 
 
When all the conflicts are solved and the “Traffic punching” tool has been used, 
it is possible to execute the Matlab program “Automation_control”.  
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For 2024 traffic, there are 277 flights which exceed the sequencing leg, since 
their waiting time is greater than the time spent in the whole leg in the 
simulation. In Figure 4.12, a histogram has been obtained for this case, where it 
is possible to see the number of flights which would have to fly outside the leg 
during some time intervals. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.12 Number of aircraft exceeding sequencing legs for 2024 traffic 

 
 
As can be seen, there are short time periods with a huge quantity of aircraft 
entering to the system, for example between 07:55:55 and 07:57:00 there are 3 
aircraft or between 12:05:45 and 12:09:03 there are 5. So, if the system has a 
lot of aircraft in both sequencing legs, sometimes aircraft will have to wait a long 
time before all the previous get the “direct-to” instruction. Moreover, as aircraft 
are arriving very closer, with the minimum safety distance, and a lot of aircraft 
are already inside, the system might be overworked. 
 
The plot in Figure 4.13 has been obtained which illustrates the amount of 
aircraft entering the system in each hour interval. As can be seen, in most 
cases there are up to 60 aircraft, which is the double of aircraft that can be 
accepted today. 
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Fig. 4.13 Initial histogram of 2024 flights considering entry time to the PMS 

 
 
Since we are working with a traffic forecast, what might be necessary for the 
future in case of implementing the PMS is limit the hourly capacity of the airport 
with the total number of aircraft that PMS is able to accept.  
 
Consequently, these 277 flights exceeding sequencing legs have not been 
considered and the following results have been obtained with the rest of flights, 
which are 661. It is a considerable number of aircraft from the previous that we 
have in 2018. 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the number of flights which would fly a direct entry and the 
ones which have to wait in the sequencing leg. Now, as the number of flights 
has increased from 2018, most aircraft have to wait in the sequencing legs. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.14 Direct and waiting flights for 2024 traffic 
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In Figure 4.15, the same information as before is presented but now 
distinguishing between aircraft coming from east and west. As can be seen, 
most aircraft waiting are coming from west. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.15 Direct and waiting flights from east and west for 2024 traffic 

 
 
Regarding those aircraft which have to wait, in Figure 4.16 there is the 
histogram with the waiting times. Most waiting times are between 1 and 100 
seconds, although there are still some aircraft with high waiting times such as 
400, 500 or 600 seconds. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.16 Histogram of waiting times for 2024 traffic 
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Furthermore, in table 4.2 it is possible to see the information about times which 
the program displays. 
 
 

Table 4.2 Data from “Automation_control” program for 2024 traffic 

 

Number of direct flights 189 

Number of waiting flights 472 

Number of flights exceeding time in sequencing leg 0 

Maximum waiting time 765 seconds 

Minimum waiting time 1 second 

Average waiting time 156.4 seconds 

 
 
After not considering the 277 flights, an additional histogram has been obtained 
to determine how many aircraft are landing per hour, which is shown in Figure 
4.17. As can be seen, there are periods with 50 landing aircraft, while others 
have a lower number. Nevertheless, it is important to take into account that in 
these lower periods more aircraft could land, but they are the ones removed 
due to exceeding time. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.17 Final histogram of 2024 flights considering entry time to the PMS 

 
 
As we have done before, the final so6 file has been imported in NEST and the 
following screenshot in Figure 4.18 has been obtained for trajectories. In this 
case trajectories are located in all the PMS due to the increase of flights and 
also because most flights have to wait. 
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Fig. 4.18 Trajectories after automation control for 2024 traffic 

 
 
Then, the “Route length” analysis has also been performed computing the 
average route length since the number of aircraft isn’t the same for both 
scenarios. The result is shown in Figure 4.19 and it is possible to see that PMS 
increases the route length as before. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.19 Average route length per flight for 2024 traffic 
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Finally, a video of the simulation with automation control has also been obtained 
for 2024 traffic, by using the “Scene manager” tool in NEST (see [22]). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The aim of this project was to design an automation control of a new arrival 
procedure at Palma de Mallorca airport, which is the Point Merge System.  
 
This innovative solution is currently in use worldwide in different airports and 
improves safety and capacity, while it reduces fuel consumption together with 
CO2 and acoustic emissions. 
 
As the design of the PMS was already done by Cercle d’Economia de Mallorca, 
it was necessary to perform simulations and build the necessary tools in order 
to obtain an automation control, which would lead to the absence of air traffic 
controllers, only having one person in charge of the system. 
 
After performing the simulations in NEST, check the speeds in this software and 
execute the Matlab programs, it has been possible to achieve the automation 
control as can be seen on the videos attached in the previous section. 
 
Regarding results for 2018 traffic, they are a clear example of how the current 
holding times could be reduced by using the PMS, since most waiting times are 
10, 20, 30 or 40 seconds. With this simulation, it is possible to conclude that 
implementing the PMS nowadays would give a lot of benefits, because waiting 
times would be reduced and aircraft will be able to perform CDA. 
 
For 2024 traffic, there were some flights which had a waiting time greater than 
the time spent in the whole sequencing leg. A possible modification to avoid this 
situation could be introducing a holding pattern at the end of both sequencing 
legs, like the ones in Barcelona proposal (see [17]). In this way, we would be 
using holdings as a last resort. 
 
Nevertheless, having these holdings might not be enough depending on the 
number of flights entering the PMS in a specific period, so further work which 
could be done is changing the length of the sequencing legs. By doing so, 
capacity would increase and aircraft will be able to spend more time in the legs. 
 
If we consider the obtained results for 2024 when the flights exceeding 
sequencing legs haven’t been considered, most aircraft have to wait in the 
sequencing legs. This leads to higher waiting times in comparison with 2018 
results, although capacity hasn’t reached its limit because not all flights have to 
wait. 
 
Despite not considering the flights exceeding sequencing legs, it has been 
shown in the previous chapter that capacity has increased in the 2024 scenario, 
which is one of the benefits from PMS, together with the capability of performing 
CDA.  
 
One of the disadvantages found with the results is the increase of route length, 
which is present in both scenarios. It would be seen as an inconvenience for 
airlines, since it can lead to higher fuel consumption and flight duration. 
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Nevertheless, it is very difficult to determine if a procedure is better than another 
or not, since there are a lot of factors to take into account. In this case it has 
been verified that PMS would be a feasible solution to increase capacity and 
improve CO2 and acoustic emissions, which is one of the things that Cercle 
d’Economia de Mallorca considered, as nowadays aircraft are flying in lower 
flight levels. If we balance the advantages and disadvantages and considering 
the increase of traffic in the following years, we might have to decide between 
flying a little bit more, like in the PMS, while capacity is increased, because 
otherwise it will not be possible to accept all the traffic demand. 
 
In terms of safety, it is important to remark the figure of a person in charge of 
monitoring the system. In this way, any problem can be solved by human, which 
would be the case of having an emergency landing. As future work, a priority 
system could be introduced, instead of using the policy First In, First Out 
(FIFO), used in our system considering the entry time in the PMS. As an 
example, we could give priority to aircraft coming from west, which is the 
busiest side, priority to emergency flights or to flag carriers flights. 
 
Finally, given the fact that the number of airports with PMS is increasing and 
airports such as Tokyo-Haneda or Lisbon are going to implement it in the 
following years, there is no doubt that the Point Merge System could be one of 
the next arrivals procedures at Palma de Mallorca airport. Furthermore, if the 
automation control would get the appropriate certifications, it could end up in the 
long run as one of the air traffic control systems or at least one of the tools that 
should help air traffic controllers during the next years. 
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ANNEXES 

ANNEX A. FORMAT OF EXP2, SO6 AND CONF FILES 

ANNEX A.1. Format of exp2 file 

 

 
#EXP

2 
#Loc Field Type Comment 

EXP  

1  1  origin (ADEP)  char[4]  
ICAO code (airport) 
International Civil 
Aviation Organisation  

2  2  destination (ADES)  char[4]  ICAO code (airport)  

3  3  not used  Numeric[2]  "00"  

4  4  aircraft type  char[4]   

5  5  RFL  Numeric[3]  Requested Flight level  

6  6  zone origin  char[4]  
ICAO code (could be the 
same as airport)  

7  7  zone destin  char[4]  
ICAO code (could be the 
same as airport)  

8  8  flight ID  Numeric  
SAMADIDorSAAMID 
or...(must be unique)  

9  9  date departure  Numeric[6]  
YYMMDD(ETD not 
EOBT)  

10  10  time departure  Numeric[4]  HHMM (ETD not EOBT)  

11  11  time arrival  Numeric[4]  NOT USED = "!!!!"  

12  12  callsign  char[<=7 ]   

13  13  company  char[3]  
generally the 3 first 
letters of the callsign  

SEPAR 
ATOR  

14  NA  Separator  Numeric[1]  value is 0  

UUID  
15  NA  

Universal Unique 
ID  

char[TO DO]  
CALLSIGN-A DEP-A 
DES-EOBD-EOBT  

16  NA  Fips cloned  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

SEPAR 
ATOR  

17  NA  Separator  Numeric[1]  value is 0  

FLF  

18  1  Flight SAAM ID  Numeric  unique for the day  

19  2  Flight SAMADID  Numeric  unique for ever  

20  3  TACT ID  Numeric  
CFMU ID : Check with 
TACTID on ALL- FT  

21  4  SSR_CODE  char  
plan identifiant (12bits 
mode A),  

    
Secondary Surveillance 
Radar  

22  5  REGISTRATION  char   
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23  6  
Planned Date 
departure  

Numeric[6]  
YYMMDD padded with 
0's  

24  7  
Planned Time 
departure  

Numeric[4]  HHMM padded with 0's  

25  8  ATFM DELAY  Numeric  

Air Traffic Flow 
Management Delay : 
Difference between 
calculated by CASA take 
off time (CTOT) and 
estimated take off time 
(ETOT).;  

26  9  
REROUTING 
STATE  

char   

27  10  most pen reg  char  

if no regulation 'X' is 
present : Check with 
most Penalizing 
Regulation 

28  11  type  char  
letters indicating type of 
flight (military ?)  

29  12  equipment  char  
letters indicating 
equipment of flight  

30  13  ICAO equipment  char  International  

31  14  COM equipment  char   

32  15  NAV equipment  char   

33  16  SSR equipment  char  
Secondary Surveillance 
Radar equipement  

34  17  SURVIVAL equip.  char   

35  18  
PERSONS ON 
BOARD  

Numeric  0 means no information  

36  19  top FL  Numeric   

37  20  max RFL  Numeric  Requested Flight Level  

38  21  FLT PLN SOURCE  char   

SEPAR 
ATOR  

39  NA  Separator  Numeric[1]  value is 0  

A LLFT  

40  6  aobt  

Numeric[14] 
YYYYM 
MDDHH 
MMSS  

Actual Of Block in Time  

41  7  ifpsId  
Alphabetic[2] 
Digit[8] 
XX12345 678  

Prisme (Integrated Initial 
Flight Plan Processing 
System)  

42  8  iobt  

Numeric[14] 
YYYYM 
MDDHH 
MMSS  

Initial Of Block in Time | 
FLF (planned time 
departure)  

43  9  Original Flight Data Alphabetic[3]  NON, PFD, RPL, FPL  
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Quality  

44  10  Flight Data Quality  Alphabetic[3]  
FLF (flt pln source) , 
NON, PFD, RPL, FPL  

45  11  source  Alphabetic[3]  
UNK, FPL, RPL, AFI, 
MFS, FNM, AFP, DIV  

46  13  
Exemption Reason 
Type  

Alphanumeric 
[4]  

NEXE, EMER, SERE, 
HEA D, A EA P, empty  

47  14  
Exemption Reason 
Distance  

Alphanumeric 
[4]  

NEXE, LONG, empty 
Note : in NEST the flight 
exemption is limited to 
exempted or not 
exempted states. Not 
exempted corresponds 
to NEXE in fields 46 and 
47. All other values 
correspond to 
exempted. During 
export, NEST writes 
empty fields in 46 and 
47 for exempted flights.  

48  15  Late Filer  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

49  16  Late Updater  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

50  17  North Atlantic Flight  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

51  18  cobt  Numeric[14]  
Computed Of Block in 
Time Y Y Y Y 
MMDDHHMMSS  

52  19  eobt  Numeric[14]  
Estimated Of Block in 
Time Y Y Y Y 
MMDDHHMMSS  

53  20  Flight State  
Alphanumeric 
[2]  

NE, PL, PS, PR, SR, FI, 
FS, SI, TA, AA, CA, TE  

54  21  
Previous To 
Activation 
FlightState  

Alphanumeric 
[2]  

NE, PL, PS, PR, SR, FI, 
FS, SI, TA, AA, CA, TE  

55  22  Suspension Status  
Alphanumeric 
[2]  

NS, ST, SM, RC, TV, 
NR, RV  

56  23  Tact ID  Numeric[6]  
FLF (tact id) (is it the 
same as tactid on FLF 
(3) )  

57  24  Sam Ctot  Numeric[14]  
Y Y Y Y 
MMDDHHMMSS  

58  25  Sam Sent  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

59  26  Sip Ctot  Numeric[14]  
Y Y Y Y 
MMDDHHMMSS  

60  27  Sip Sent  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

61  28  Slot Forced  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

62  29  Most Penalizing Alphanumeric Is it the same as most 
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Regulation [8]  pen reg on FLF (10)  

63  30  
Regulations 
Affected By Nr Of 
Instances  

Numeric[4]   

64  31  
Excluded From Nr 
Of Instances  

Numeric[4]   

65  32  
Last Received Atfm 
Message Title  

Alphabetic[3]  

DES, ERR, FCM, FUM, 
FLS, REA, RFI, RJT, 
RRN, RRP, SAM, SIP, 
SLC, SMM, SPA, SRJ, 
SRM, SWM, UNK  

66  33  
Last Received 
Message Title  

Alphabetic[3]   

ABI, ACH, ACT, APL, 
ARR, CAN, CHG, CNL, 
DEP, DLA, ERR, EST, 
FPL, FSA, MFS, PAC, 
PFD, RPL, UNK 

67  34  
Last Sent Atfm 
Message Title  

Alphabetic[3]  

DES, ERR, FCM, FUM, 
FLS, REA, RFI, RJT, 
RRN, RRP, SAM, SIP, 
SLC, SMM, SPA, SRJ, 
SRM, SWM, UNK  

68  41  
Manual Exemption 
Reason  

Alphanumeric 
[1]  

N, S, R  

69  42  Sensitive Flight  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

70  43  
Ready For 
Improvement  

Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

71  44  Ready To Depart  Alphabetic[1]  Y,N  

72  45  Revised Taxi Time  Numeric[6]  000000..999999  

73  46  tis  Numeric[6]  
Time to Insert the 
Sequence , 
000000..999999  

74  47  trs  Numeric[6]  
Time to Remove from 
Sequence , 
000000..999999  

75  48  
To Be Sent Slot 
Message Title  

Alphabetic[3]  

Related to flight 
progress , ABI, ACH, 
ACT, APL, ARR, CAN, 
CHG, CNL, DEP, DLA , 
ERR, EST, FPL, FSA , 
MFS, PA C, PFD, RPL, 
UNK  

76  49  
To Be Sent 
Proposal Message 
Title  

Alphabetic[3]  

Related to flight 
progress , ABI, ACH, 
ACT, APL, ARR, CAN, 
CHG, CNL, DEP, DLA , 
ERR, EST, FPL, FSA , 
MFS, PA C, PFD, RPL, 
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UNK  

77  50  
Last Sent Slot 
Message Title  

Alphabetic[3]  

Related to flight 
progress , ABI, ACH, 
ACT, APL, ARR, CAN, 
CHG, CNL, DEP, DLA , 
ERR, EST, FPL, FSA , 
MFS, PA C, PFD, RPL, 
UNK  

78  51  
Last Sent Proposal 
Message Title  

Alphabetic[3]  

Related to flight 
progress , ABI, ACH, 
ACT, APL, ARR, CAN, 
CHG, CNL, DEP, DLA , 
ERR, EST, FPL, FSA , 
MFS, PA C, PFD, RPL, 
UNK  

79  52  
Last Sent Slot 
Message  

Numeric[14]  
Related to flight 
progress , Y Y Y Y 
MMDDHHMMSS  

80  53  
Last Sent Proposal 
Message  

Numeric[14]  
Related to flight 
progress , Y Y Y Y 
MMDDHHMMSS  

81  54  Flight Count Option  Alphabetic[1]  

Indicates which flight 
plan should be / has 
been used when doing 
flight/count related 
operations. Used in 
TACT queries and 
replies , P, N  

82  55  
Normal Flight Tact 
ID 

Numeric[6]   

83  56  
Proposal Flight 
Tact ID 

Numeric[6]   

84  57  
Operating Aircraft 
Operator ICAO ID  

Alphabetic[3]   

85  58  Rerouting Why  Alphabetic [1] N, M, C, A, O  

86  59  
Rerouted Flight 
State  

Alphabetic[1]  P, E, T, R, V, N  

87  60  
Runway Visual 
Range  

Numeric[3]   

88  70  
Ftfm Airac Cycle 
Release Number  

Numeric[4]  
Filed Traffic Flight Model 
(TFM = Profile) airac..  

89  71  
Ftfm Env Baseline 
Number  

Numeric[4]  
Filed Traffic Flight Model 
(TFM = Profile) env...  

90  72  
Rtfm Airac Cycle 
Release Number  

Numeric[4]  
Regulated Traffic Flight 
Model (TFM = Profile) 
airac..  

91  73  Rtfm Env Baseline Numeric[4]  Regulated Traffic Flight 
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Number  Model (TFM = Profile) 
env...  

92  74  
Ctfm Airac Cycle 
Release Number  

Numeric[4]  
Computed Traffic Flight 
Model (TFM = Profile) 
airac..  

93  75  
Ctfm Env Baseline 
Number  

Numeric[4]  
Computed Traffic Flight 
Model (TFM = Profile) 
env...  

94  76  
Last Received 
Progress Message  

Alphabetic 
[3..5]  

DPI, EMPTY, SIZE  

SEPAR 
ATOR  

95  NA  Separator  Numeric[1]  value is 0  

 
 

ANNEX A.2. Format of so6 file 

 

# Field Type Size Comment 

1  
segment 
identifier  

char   first point name "_"last point name (see note)  

2  origin of flight  char  4  ICAO code  

3  
destination of 
flight  

char  4  ICAO code  

4  aircraft type  char  4   

5  
time begin 
segment  

num  6  HHMMSS padded with 0's  

6  
time end 
segment  

num  6  HHMMSS padded with 0's  

7  
FL begin 
segment  

num  1 to 3   

8  
FL end 
segment  

num  1 to 3   

9  status  char  1  0=climb, 1=descent, 2=cruise  

10  callsign  char    

11  
date begin 
segment  

num  6  YYMMDD padded with 0's  

12  
date end 
segment  

num  6  YYMMDD padded with 0's  

13  
lat begin 
segment  

float   in minute decimale  

14  
lon begin 
segment  

float   in minute decimale  

15  
lat end 
segment  

float   in minute decimale  

16  
lon end 
segment  

float   in minute decimale  
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17  flight identifier  num   
same as the one provided in expand file (must 
be uniq). In case of flight option it is 
>=1000000000)  

18  sequence  num   
start at 1 for every new flight, incremented at 
each lines. IMPORTANT !  

19  
segment 
length  

float   in nautical miles  

20  
segment 
parity/color  

num   

0=NO (grey, R=102, G=102, B=102), 
1=ODD (green, R=60, G=255, B=60), 
2=EVEN (blue, R=100, G=100, B=255), 
3=ODD_LOW (dark green, R=0, G=200, B=0), 
4=EVEN_LOW (light blue, 
R=160,G=160,B=255), 5=ODD_HIGH(light 
green, R=160, G=255, B=160), 
6=EVEN_HIGH (dark blue, R=0, G=0, 
B=200), 7 =General Purpose Red Color 
(R=255, G=0, B=0), 8=General Purpose 
Orange Color (R=255, G=128, B=0), 
9=General Purpose Yellow Color (R=255, 
G=255, B=0)  

 
 

ANNEX A.3. Format of conf file 

 

#  Field  Type  Size  Comment  

1 key of flight 1  num   field 17 from so6  

2 key of flight 2 num   field 17 from so6  

3 
time first 
contact  

num   
in seconds, within a day must process modulo 
86400 of this value  

4 
conflict 
duration  

num   in seconds 

5 
FL of flight 1 
first contact 

float   when first contact  

6 
FL of flight 2 
first contact 

float   when first contact  

7 lat 1  float   
location of flight 1 when first contact, in minute 
decimal  

8 lon 1  float   
location of flight 1 when first contact, in minute 
decimal  

9 lat 2  float   
location of flight 2 when first contact, in minute 
decimal  

10 lon 2  float   
location of flight 2 when first contact, in minute 
decimal  

11 
distance first 
contact 

float   square NM, decimal  
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12 
distance 
minimum 

float   square NM, decimal  

13 
distance last 
contact 

float   square NM, decimal  

14 
status 1 first 
contact 

num   
same as so6 file: 0=climb, 1=descent, 2=cruise, 
used for type of conflict  

15 
status 2 first 
contact 

num   
same as so6 file: 0=climb, 1=descent, 2=cruise, 
used for type of conflict 

16 
point 1 of seg 
1  

char   
name of point, route segment where flight 1 is 
located  

17 
point 2 of seg 
1  

char   
name of point, route segment where flight 1 is 
located  

18 
point 1 of seg 
2  

char   
name of point, route segment where flight 2 is 
located  

19 
point 2 of seg 
2  

char   
name of point, route segment where flight 2 is 
located  

20 azimuth seg 1  float   
degrees decimal, used to determine type of 
conflict: parallel, crossing or opposite  

21 azimuth seg 2  float   
degrees decimal, used to determine type of 
conflict: parallel, crossing or opposite  

22 
Time end of 
contact 

float   in seconds  

23 
FL of flight 1 
end contact 

float   FL  

24 
FL of flight 2 
end contact 

float   FL  

25 lat 1  float   
location of flight 1 when end contact, in minute 
decimal  

26 lon 1  float   
location of flight 1 when end contact, in minute 
decimal  

27  lat 2  float   
location of flight 2 when end contact, in minute 
decimal  

28  lon 2  float   
location of flight 2 when end contact, in minute 
decimal  

29  
time of 
minimum 
distance  

num   
in seconds, within a day must process modulo 
86400 of this value  

30  
FL of flight 1 
min distance  

float   
Flight Level of Flight 1 when minimum separation 
distance is reached  

31  
status 1 min 
distance  

num   
same as so6 file: 0=climb, 1=descent, 2=cruise, 
used for type of conflict  

32  
azimuth seg 1 
min distance  

float   
degrees decimal, used to determine type of 
conflict: parallel, crossing or opposite  

33  
FL of flight 2 
min distance  

float   
Flight Level of Flight 2 when minimum separation 
distance is reached  
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34  
status 2 min 
distance  

num   
same as so6 file: 0=climb, 1=descent, 2=cruise, 
used for type of conflict  
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ANNEX B. SECONDARY MATLAB FUNCTIONS 

 

ANNEX B.1. Secondary functions for “departure_deconflict” 

ANNEX B.1.1. Check_departure_time_different 

 
The function check_departure_time_different indicates if all departure times 
from a given airport are different or not. It has one input which is the array 
containing the departure times from the specific airport and then it has one 
output which is a Boolean variable. This variable will be true if all departure 
times are different or false if some of them coincide. 
 
In case the Boolean variable is false, the program proceeds with the following 
function in section 2.2.3.2. 
 

ANNEX B.1.2. Compute_time_slot 

 
The function compute_time_slot looks for the departure times which appear 
more than once in the input array and computes which is the minimum time slot 
that has to be added to some flights so that at the end all departure times from 
a specific airport are different.  
 
It has five inputs which are: an array with the departure times from the same 
airport, the origin airport which is being analyzed, an array with all the origins, 
an array containing all the flights IDs and a last array with all departure times. 
 
First of all, the function looks for the number of aircraft which have a same 
departure time from the same origin. By doing so, we can determine that 
departure times to be changed are this number minus 1, since 1 aircraft can 
keep the departure time. 
 
The assignation of the time slot could be done following the first in, first out 
(FIFO) method but as flights are sorted by their origin, what has been done is 
sorting them taking into account the departure times of those from the same 
airport. 
 
Then, a time slot of 1 minute is added to the affected aircraft, always checking 
that the resulting departure time will be different from the others. If not, the time 
slot is increased by 1 minute and the same procedure is done again until a 
different departure time is obtained. 
 
Finally, the function returns two arrays: one with the flight IDs to change and the 
other with the time slots that have to be added to the corresponding flights, 
considering the order of the flight IDs array.  
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ANNEX B.1.3. Change_time_slot_exp2 and Change_time_slot_so6 

 
The functions change_time_slot_exp2 and change_time_slot_so6 receive four 
inputs: the name of the current file, the name of the new file, an array with the 
affected flight IDs and an array with time slots given in minutes, which will have 
to be added to the corresponding flights.  
 
Both functions read the current file and when they find the given flight ID, they 
write the new departure time in the new file. If it is the exp2 file, just one line will 
have to be changed, while in the so6 file there is a loop to add the time slot to 
all the segments of the flight. 
 
The two functions, apart from creating a new file, will return a number: -1 if the 
flight ID was not found, 0 if there was an error on the creation of the new file or 
1 if everything was correct.  
 
 

ANNEX B.2. Secondary functions for “automation_control” 

ANNEX B.2.1. Change_times_entry_segment 

 
The purpose of this function is to modify the times, as well as longitudes and 
latitudes, of the segments after the “direct-to” instruction. 
 
This function has 6 inputs: the variable “info_to_copy” containing all the 
information to be copied, the index of the next line where we will have to write 
the new data, the information from the so6 file, the index of this so6 file and the 
first and last indexes of the entry segment. 
 
First of all, the function looks for the previous segment in the variable 
“info_to_copy” and keeps the final time, date, latitude and longitude, which 
correspond to fields 6, 12, 15 and 16 respectively and will be the initial values of 
our new segment. 
 
Afterwards, two scenarios can take place. Due to radar data, there are some 
flights which just have 1 segment for the entry, while others have 2 segments, 
because there is more information about them. By comparing the two last inputs 
mentioned previously, we can determine the number of segments, because if 
these indices are equal, it means that there is just 1 segment. 
 
For the case of 1 segment, the initial and final times have to be read and a 
subtraction between them is done. By doing so, we know how long it takes to 
the aircraft to perform the entry and this result has to be added to the initial time 
which was found at the beginning. 
 
In case of having 2 segments, it will be necessary to read both segments and 
store the initial time and segment length from the first segment, while from the 
second one we will keep the final time, latitude, longitude and segment length. 
Then, both segment lengths have to be added to know the total distance and 
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times have to be subtracted as before and the result has to be added to the 
previous initial time. 
 
Finally, all this information which has to be modified is stored in the variable 
“info_to_copy”, which is the output of the function. 
 
 

ANNEX B.2.2. Linear_regression 

 
The aim of this function is to perform a linear regression in order to know the 
latitude and longitude when a waiting aircraft gets the “direct-to” and also the 
distance from the beginning of the segment until it performs the turn. 
 
This function has 3 inputs: an array of times, an array of the variable to compute 
and the waiting time. The two arrays just have 2 values: the first one 
corresponds to the beginning of the segment and the second one to the end of 
the segment.  
 
For the array of times, the first value is always 0 and the second is the time to 
fly the whole segment. The same happens when doing the regression of 
distances, the first value of the distance array is considered 0 and the second 
value is the distance of that segment. 
 
For the latitude or longitude arrays, the first value is the latitude or longitude at 
the beginning of the segment and the second one at the end of the segment. 
 
The function “polyfit” is used to obtain the coefficients of the regression and 
then, the desired variable is computed by considering the waiting time. 
 
As output, the function returns the latitude, longitude or distance of the turn, 
depending on the input array. 
 
 

ANNEX B.2.3. Change_times_segment_waiting 

 
This function is used for waiting flights and modifies the information of the 
segment where the “direct-to” instruction is given and the turn is performed. 
 
It has 6 inputs: the variable “info_to_copy” containing all the information to be 
copied, the index of the next line where we will have to write the new data, the 
information from the so6 file, the index of this so6 file, the matrix containing all 
the information about times together with interpolated longitudes and latitudes, 
and the index of this matrix. 
 
Firstly, the function looks for the last segment copied in “info_to_copy” and 
keeps the final time and date, which are fields 6 and 12 and will be the initial 
values of our segment. 
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Afterwards, it looks for the waiting time in the matrix, which will be added to our 
initial time and this will be the final time of the turn segment. 
 
Finally, the final latitude, longitude and distance are also taken from the matrix, 
where the interpolated results have been stored. All the information to be 
modified is written in the new line of “info_to_copy”, which is the output of the 
function. 
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